Abstract. Fuzzy time-series forecasting model of inverse fuzzy number based on percentage year to year of continuous point is proposed. We improved the forecasting model of Saxena. The new model puts the percentage year to year of historical data as for the domain of discourse, uses percentage year to year of continuous point to define fuzzy number, and then defines the corresponding inverse fuzzy number. At last we again provide the predictor formula and study the prediction problem of freshman registration number at the University of Alabama, in order to demonstrate the application of a new prediction model. The results show that AFER and MSE of the model are very small compared with the existing models.
Introduction
Zadeh published pioneering thesis fuzzy sets in 1965 which made the research of uncertainty for added a powerful fuzzy set theory. As the time-series prediction model has been applied in many fields by many scholars. For example in literature, data mining is studied. In literature, Stock Market are studied. Because there are many indetermination about prediction problem, the fuzzy set theory is combined with time series that become the new direction for time series prediction model research. Many scholars have done a helpful job. Such as in literature Song first discussed to propose the first-order time-invariant fuzzy time series model and time-variant fuzzy time series model. And the model is applied to the enrollments prediction problem in University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa. Literature respectively put forward improved fuzzy time series forecasting model. Especially the improved model that was proposed by Saxena is applied to the enrollments prediction problem in University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa. The model makes AFER (Average Forecasting Error Rate) and MSE (Mean Square Error) to greatly reduce. This thesis has improved base on the improved model proposed in the literature. Fuzzy time-series forecasting model of inverse fuzzy number based on percentage year by year of continuous point is gained. The model is applied to the enrollments prediction problem in University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa. Compared with other algorithms, the proposed algorithm parameters such as AFER and MSE have been greatly decreased.
Basic Concept
This section describes some basic concepts that are used in this thesis by literature. 
is named membership degree of fuzzy setW for the element i Z , as follow: 
Definition 3
The definition of YYCR (Year to year changes rate) percentage for truthful data is as follow:
Definition 4
The difference between truthful data i A and predicted data i F is named FE (Forecasting Error), as follow:
Definition 5 Computational formula of MSE is defined as follow:
Definition 6 Computational formula of FER (Forecasting Error Rate) is defined as follow:
Definition 7 Computational formula of AFER is defined as follow:
Suggested New Model
New model improves the prediction model in. Don't need to set up domain of discourse range firstly. Don't need to request the mid-point of each interval secondly. At last the content of prediction formula for the inverse fuzzy number also is improved bigger. Application steps of the new model are as follows:
Need to study the history of the data list ,( 1, 2, , )
Using Eq. (1) 
Set up the new predictor formula (7) as following:
Among -1 A  is historical data in 1   year. F  is prediction data in  year. The formula shows that applying historical data in 1   year to predict forecast data in  year. Appling prediction formula for historical data to make predictions.
Application Examples of Prediction Research about the Enrollment of the University of Alabama
A case study of what enrollment prediction problem at the University of Alabama, the improved model will be introduced in this paper. Taking the data of enrollment prediction problem first in literature by Song at the University of Alabama as the research object, the data were listed Table 1 . Table 1 History of enrollment and the percentage of change year by year at the University of Alabama Table 1 Year Enrollment
Year to year 
Among subscript of the elements indicate their serial number. Superscripts of the elements indicate the year of the elements. For example 1981 2 3.14 Z  , it shows that the serial number of the element is 2 and the year of the element is 1981. In order to calculate conveniently, Eq. (8) 
Application of Prediction Formula for Historical Data to Make Predictions. Applying the inverse fuzzy number Eq. (6) which fuzzy number of normal distribution and the prediction Eq. (7) 
The computed data are filled in Table 1 too.
The Comparison of Different Forecasting Models
Applying the different models that were proposed in this paper and literature, we come into studying enrollment prediction at the University of Alabama. The given results are listed in Table 2 . If use AFER and MSE of these two indexes to evaluate the merits of the forecasting model, the forecasting model that proposed by Saxena in literature and presented in this paper are all better.
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Conclusion
For more than 20 years, people unremitting efforts, the original prediction model is continuously improved, and new ideas emerge continuously. For the application at the University of Alabama in enrollment prediction problem, AFER and MSE of the proposed model in this paper are less than the existing methods. Combining calendar year enrollment plan, these studies will make people having a more detailed understanding for history change law about enrollment at the University of Alabama. To study and analysis the reasons of new student erosion and formulate the new recruitment plan that it is good. Developing fuzzy time series prediction method of new higher prediction accuracy, especially developing fuzzy time series forecasting model to predict the unknown year data and expanding application field of fuzzy time series forecasting model that should be a research direction of fuzzy time series forecasting method.
